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Currently autonomous or self-driving vehicles are at the heart of academia and industry
research becauseof itsmulti-faceted advantages that includes improved safety, reduced con-
gestion, lower emissions and greater mobility. Software is the key driving factor underpin-
ning autonomy within which planning algorithms that are responsible for mission-critical
decision making hold a significant position. While transporting passengers or goods from a
givenorigin to agivendestination,motionplanningmethods incorporate searching for apath
to follow, avoiding obstacles and generating the best trajectory that ensures safety, comfort
and efficiency. A range of different planning approaches have beenproposed in the literature.
Thepurpose of this paper is to reviewexisting approaches and then compare and contrast dif-
ferent methods employed for the motion planning of autonomous on-road driving that con-
sists of (1)findingapath, (2) searching for the safestmanoeuvre and (3)determining themost
feasible trajectory. Methods developed by researchers in each of these three levels exhibit
varying levels of complexity and performance accuracy. This paper presents a critical evalu-
ation of each of these methods, in terms of their advantages/disadvantages, inherent limita-
tions, feasibility, optimality, handling of obstacles and testing operational environments.
Based on a critical review of existingmethods, research challenges to address current lim-
itations are identified and future research directions are suggested so as to enhance the per-
formanceofplanningalgorithmsat all three levels. Somepromising areasof future focushave
been identified as the use of vehicular communications (V2V and V2I) and the incorporation
of transport engineering aspects in order to improve the look-ahead horizon of current sens-
ing technologies that are essential for planning with the aim of reducing the total cost of
driverless vehicles. This critical reviewon planning techniques presented in this paper, along
with theassociateddiscussions on their constraints and limitations, seek to assist researchers
in accelerating development in the emerging field of autonomous vehicle research.
Crown Copyright  2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Autonomous vehicles are a promising evolution of current vehicle technology and advanced driver assistant systems, and
are envisaged to be the sustainable future for enhanced road safety, efficient traffic flow and decreased fuel consumption,
while improving mobility and hence general well-being (e.g. Thrun, 2010; Burns, 2013; Le Vine et al., 2015). Research onoro.ac.uk
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puter science, and engineering. Moreover, it should be noted that scientific advances have been made by car manufacturers
who do not always publicly disclose the details on their approaches or algorithms, owing to commercial sensitivity.
Critical decision making is the key to autonomy and is realised through planning algorithms, incorporated within the
middleware of an autonomous vehicle’s navigation, situation understanding and decision making module. The main purpose
of planning is to provide the vehicle with a safe and collision-free path towards its destination, while taking into account the
vehicle dynamics, its manoeuvre capabilities in the presence of obstacles, along with traffic rules and road boundaries
(Zhang et al., 2013). Planning is a memory consuming as well as a computationally intensive routine, which is run in parallel
with other routine operations of the vehicle (e.g. obstacle tracking, data fusion and control modules). The inputs and outputs
of a motion planning normally depend on these other modules. Reliable, robust and adaptable planning is essential, espe-
cially in an urban mixed traffic scenario. These algorithms receive inputs from the sensor framework and supplement these
inputs with data from digital road maps in order to provide a full workspace in which the planning takes place.
Existing planning algorithms originate primarily from the field of mobile robotics, and have subsequently been applied to
different on-road and off-road vehicles and operational environments (e.g. desert vehicles) (Thrun et al., 2006), planetary
rovers (Pivtoraiko and Kelly, 2009) and buses (Fernandez et al., 2013). Furthermore, a large number of algorithms have been
developed for non-holonomic and car-like robots planning in abstract, simulation-based environments (e.g. Scheuer and
Fraichard, 1997). In the review presented in this paper, only approaches concerned with planning for on-road autonomous
vehicles are analysed. In general, planning for autonomous or intelligent driving is divided into four hierarchical classes, as
suggested by Varaiya (1993): (1) route planning, (2) path planning, (3) manoeuvre choice and (4) trajectory planning (ter-
med as control planning in the work of Varaiya). Route planning is concerned with finding the best global route from a given
origin to a destination, supplemented occasionally with real-time traffic information. Route planning is not within the scope
of this paper and readers are referred to Thorpe and Durrant-Whyte (2009) for details on a route planner. Path, manoeuvre
and trajectory planning components of autonomous on-road driving (often combined as one) take vehicular dynamics,
obstacles, road geometry and traffic interactions into account, and are the main focus of this paper. It is important to empha-
sise that this paper presents a state-of-the-art review of motion planning techniques based on the works after the DARPA
Urban Challenge (DUC) in 2007 (Thorpe and Durrant-Whyte, 2009) and is intended to serve as a key reference for researchers
who are conducting research on the domain of autonomous vehicles. The focus on studies after the DUC is given because the
challenge was a milestone in autonomous driving and resembles the state-of-the-art work until 2007, thus enabling research
in autonomous driving to profoundly advance. The novelty of this work lies in the fact that, even though autonomous vehi-
cles are at the core of technological research now-a-days and many attempts have focused on motion planning techniques
for mobile robots, to our knowledge, no other work compares and contrasts the approaches concerning planning in all three
levels (i.e. path, manoeuvre, trajectory) simultaneously for autonomous on-road driving.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: foundational definitions form the body of Section 2; while Section 3
presents an extensive literature review of motion planning approaches applied to autonomous vehicles, followed by their
specific characteristics. Key limitations of the approaches are then described in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 the paper dis-
cusses future research directions in order to overcome identified challenges.
2. Definitions
2.1. Definition of planning in the context of autonomous driving
This section describes the key conceptual terms commonly used in the literature within the field of planning for robots
and, hence, autonomous vehicles. As mentioned previously, this paper focuses on planning at a local on-road level and not
globally (e.g. routeing).
The set of independent attributes which uniquely define the position and orientation of the vehicle according to a fixed
coordinate system is termed the configuration vector (Eskandarian, 2012). Consequently, the set of all the configurations of
the vehicle constitute the configuration space.
The set of attribute values describing the condition of an autonomous vehicle at an instance in time and at a particular
place during its motion is termed the ‘state’ of the vehicle at that moment (Eskandarian, 2012). The most common set of
attributes, defined as a vector, which are used to express the state of a vehicle are the position (x,y,z), the orientation (hx,
hy,hz), linear velocities (vx,vy,vz) and angular velocities (xx,xy,xz). Subsequently, state space represents the set of all possible
states that a vehicle can be in. As will be seen in the next sections, the mathematical representation of a state space differs
from the approach taken by vehicle planning. A trade-off between explicit representation and efficiency of the algorithms
should be considered for every planning problem. Representations that can be used for constructing a configuration or a
state space will be discussed in Section 2.2.
The bicycle model is a dynamic/kinematic model of vehicles, in which the two front and rear wheels are replaced by one
front and one rear wheel respectively. The vehicle moves on the plane and its coordinates are described by the vector (x,y,h)
where x, y is the position of the centre of gravity and h is the orientation of the vehicle. Steering angle of the front wheels is
denoted by /. A basic assumption of the bicycle model is that the inner slip, outer slip and steer angles are equal.
A robot is holonomic if the controllable degrees of freedom are equal to the total degrees of freedom. Cars or car-like
robots are thus non-holonomic because they are described by 4 degrees of freedom (2 Cartesian coordinates, orientation
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of their main body and (ii) the steering radius is bounded. Another definition of holonomy is described in LaValle (2006),
Siegwart et al. (2011) and Laumond (1998), where it is stated that car-like vehicles are non-holonomic because their motion
is constrained by non-integrable differential constraints due to the assumption that the wheels roll without slipping.
Actions are system inputs (such as acceleration, steering angle) that result in a vehicle’s state transition. Actions are either
defined as a function of time or as a function of state and time. Action space represents the set of all possible actions that can
be applied to the state space.
Given a configuration space or a state space, planning is a computationally intensive task, demanding high memory utilisa-
tion.Within the field of roboticmotion (both in the case of on-road and off-road vehicles and objects), planning is performed at
different levels. Thehighest level of planning is concernedwithorigin to destination routeplanningand theworkspace is essen-
tially limited todigitalmaps representing theunderlying roadnetwork. The lowest level of planning is concernedwithplanning
a smooth trajectory adhering to vehicular dynamics and suchaplan is chalkedout on a small (local) search space of highdimen-
sional states. To facilitate the description and discussion, the following terms are defined as used in the rest of the paper.
Path is expressed as a continuous sequence of configurations beginning and ending with the boundary configurations, i.e.
the initial configuration and the terminating configuration respectively (Eskandarian, 2012). In otherwords, a path is a geomet-
ric trace that thevehicle should follow inorder to reach itsdestinationwithout collidingwithobstacles.Path-planning is there-
fore the problem of finding a geometric path from an initial configuration to a given terminating configuration such that each
configuration and state (if time is taken into account) on the path is a feasible one. A feasible configuration/state does not result
in a collision and adheres to a set of motion constraints such as road and lane boundaries, as well as traffic rules. It should be
noted that, throughout the paperwherepath planning is discussed, importance is given infinding the best and safest geometric
trace, under the constraints described above which also have a logical argument regarding the rules of traffic.
Manoeuvre is a high-level characterisation of the motion of the vehicle, regarding the position and speed of the vehicle
on the road. Examples of manoeuvres include ‘going straight’, ‘turning’, ‘overtaking’ etc. A manoeuvre is nominal if it is per-
formed safely according to traffic or other rules. As a result, manoeuvre planning addresses the problem of taking the best
high-level decision for the vehicle, while taking into account the path that is specified from path planning.
On the other hand, trajectory is represented as a sequence of states visited by the vehicle, parameterised by time and, pos-
sibly, velocity. Trajectoryplanning (alsoknownas trajectorygeneration) is concernedwith the real-timeplanningof theactual
vehicle’s transition from one feasible state to the next, satisfying the vehicle’s kinematic limits based on vehicle dynamics and
constrained by the navigation comfort,2 lane boundaries and traffic rules, while avoiding, at the same time, obstacles including
other road users as well as ground roughness and ditches. Trajectory planning is parameterised by time as well as acceleration
or velocity and is frequently referred to asmotionplanning.During eachplanning cycle, the path plannermodule generates a num-
ber of trajectories from the vehicle’s current location, with a look-ahead distance, depending on the speed and line-of-sight of the
vehicle’s on-board sensors, and evaluating each trajectorywith respect to some cost function to determine the optimal trajectory.
Trajectoryplanning is scheduledat regular intervals; the lengthofwhich largelydependson the frequencyof receiving fresh sensor
data. For example, trajectory planningwas scheduled every 100 ms (ms) in the controller that was tested during the VisLab Inter-
continental Autonomous Challenge (Broggi et al., 2012). Error between the current vehicle location and the determined trajectory
is monitored; triggering a trajectory revised plan upon detecting an error beyond a pre-defined threshold. It should be noted that
there is a rich body of literature on trajectory planning of aircraftmovements in the context of air traffic control. Aircraft trajectory
planning is, however, quite different from trajectory planning of on-road vehicles. The operational environment and the allocated
space for aircraft tomanoeuvre isdifferent fromtheoverpopulated,multimodal, congested roadnetwork,which is also constrained
by road geometry, road lanes and the existence of a large number of obstacles which do not appear in the air. Furthermore, the
degrees of freedom, the dynamics and the size of aircraft are different from on-road vehicles in a way that trajectory planning
for vehicles and aircraft (which must take all these parameters into account) requires different approaches. For example, as
described inSchuster (2015)anaircraft’s trajectory is4D (comprisingof the spatial coordinates (x,y,z) and timewhilea roadvehicle
primarily acts on a 2D space or 3D space if time is added. Furthermore, the state vector of an aircraft motion planning includes 3D
positioncoordinates (x,y, andheight), air speedandaircraftmass.However, the state vector of anon-roadvehicledoesnot consider
air speed and vehiclemass. It can therefore be understood that an aircraft trajectory is treatedwith 6 degrees of freedom,while the
trajectory of an on-road vehicle is normally treated with only 3.
The implementation ofmost existing trajectory planning algorithms follows two steps: (i) trajectory generated on a low res-
olution/lower dimensional search space in the first step and (ii) the resulting optimal trajectory smoothed out on a higher res-
olution/higher dimensional search space during the second step. The planning module is integral to rendering complete
autonomy to the vehiclewith the outputs of the trajectory planner feeding into the low-level steering/manoeuvre control unit.
2.2. Search space for planning
Planning a journey for an autonomous vehicle on the road requires that the environment should be represented in a way
that enables the query for a path. This means that the physical space must be transformed into a configuration or a state
space. The state space, as defined in the preceding section, consists of every representation of the vehicle position, orienta-2 In terms of the acceleration (lateral & longitudinal) that the vehicle develops, the curvature of the trajectory and others parameters which are indicated by
standards such as ISO 2631-1 1997.
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road, readings from the sensors and information obtained from a digital map are used to transform the continuum of the
environment into a digital representation of the road network which is the essential space for planning. This discretisation
must efficiently be dealt with in terms of efficiency, density and expressiveness (Howard, 2009), as high density network
may result in high computational costs and power. Similarly, inadequate representation, though it would improve compu-
tational speed, may introduce sub-optimality and inexpressiveness, not to mention collision risks.
Some of the existing algorithms initiate a search in continuous coordinates using only the road boundaries and positions
of the obstacles, for example, driving corridors (Hardy and Campbell, 2013; Jeon et al., 2013; Wille and Form, 2008; Wille
et al., 2010a). Decomposition (or tessellation) techniques analyse the space with higher resolution and include Voronoi
Diagrams (Dolgov et al., 2010a; Lee and Vasseur, 2014), occupancy grids (Kolski et al., 2006; Bohren et al., 2008;
Hundelshausen et al., 2008; Kammel et al., 2008; Leonard et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2014), cost maps
(Bacha et al., 2008; Rauskolb et al., 2008; Schröder et al., 2008; Himmelsbach et al., 2009; Murphy and Newman, 2011;
Broggi et al., 2012) and lattices (Pivtoraiko and Kelly, 2005; Pivtoraiko et al., 2009; Ziegler and Stiller, 2009; McNaughton
et al., 2011). Diagrammatic representations of these search spaces are depicted in Fig. 1.
Voronoi Diagrams or Dirichlet tessellation techniques, generate paths which maximise the distance between the vehicle
and surrounding obstacles (Takahashi and Schilling, 1989). Algorithms which are used for searching on Voronoi Diagramsa
c
d
e
b
Fig. 1. Graphs used in planning: (a) Voronoi Diagram (Lee and Vasseur, 2014); (b) Occupancy Grid (Schröder et al., 2008); (c) Costmap (Ferguson and
Likhachev, 2008); (d) State Lattice (Ziegler and Stiller, 2009); and (e) Driving Corridor (Wille et al., 2010b).
Table 1
Comparison of search space for planning.
Representation Advantages Disadvantages
Voronoi Diagrams  Completeness
 Maximum distance from obstacles
 Limited to static environments
 Discontinuous edges
Occupancy Grids Cost Maps  Fast discretisation
 Small computational powera
 Problems with vehicle dynamics
 Errors in the presence of obstacles
State lattices  Efficiency without increasing computational timeb
 Pre-computation of edges is possible
 Problems with curvature
 Restrict motion
 Difficulties in dealing with evasive manoeuvres
Driving corridors  Continuous collision free space for the vehicle to move  Computational costc
 Constraints on motion
a Computational power refers to computations needed to construct the cells and estimate their costs. The space, in which the planning problem is solved,
is discretised. Furthermore, the number of attributes needed to define each of the cells is small (the attributes just need to show if the cell is occupied or not,
plus the cost of traversing the cell). As a result, the dimensions of the state matrix of each of the cells are manageable in real-time.
b Similar to (a), computational time refers to computations needed to construct the lattice: Because of the predefined shape of the curve with which the
lattice is constructed and the pre-computation of edges, the space for planning is discretised and thus less time is needed to find the correct solution.
c Computational cost for driving corridors is analysed in footnote 3.
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2011). As depicted in Fig. 1a, grey lines represent Voronoi edges (i.e. edges with maximum distance from detected obstacles),
and produce a space where the vehicle can perform its trip. Dolgov et al. (2010a) used Voronoi Diagrams for path-planning of
autonomous vehicles in parking lots by combining Voronoi Diagrams with potential fields; an obstacle avoidance algorithm
derived frommobile robotics. This combined approach, referred to as Voronoi fields, was developed to overcome the issue of
conventional potential field approaches in narrow passages (that generate high potential), which rendered such passages vir-
tually non-traversable. Voronoi Diagrams are typically used for planning in static environments, such as parking lots. Fur-
thermore, Voronoi diagrams on their own are not suitable for on-road path-planning, since Voronoi edges, along which a
vehicle navigates, can potentially be discontinuous and unsuitable for non-holonomic vehicle.
Occupancy grids (Kolski et al., 2006; Bohren et al., 2008; Hundelshausen et al., 2008; Kammel et al., 2008; Leonard et al.,
2008; Zhao et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014) and costmaps (Bacha et al., 2008; Rauskolb et al., 2008; Schröder et al.,
2008; Himmelsbach et al., 2009; Murphy and Newman, 2011; Broggi et al., 2012) work in a similar way; they both discretise
the state space into a grid and each cell of the grid is associated with a probability of the cell being occupied by an obstacle, or
a cost proportional to the feasibility or risk of traversal. Risk or feasibility is primarily calculated by considering the presence
of obstacles, lane and road boundaries. Grid-based approaches are fast in finding a solution with low computational power
(Pivtoraiko et al., 2009) but have difficulties in accounting for nonlinear dynamics in a robust way (Kushleyev and Likhachev,
2009), and in the presence of obstacles (Pivtoraiko et al., 2009). As seen in Fig. 1b and c, occupancy grids consist of a grid with
the position of the obstacles and (sometimes) an attached velocity showing their expected motion; while in cost maps, the
higher the cost of a certain cell, the more intense is its presentation on the map.
State Lattices can be seen as a generalisation of grids (Pivtoraiko and Kelly, 2005). In the same way that grids are built by
the repetition of rectangles or squares to discretise a continuous space, lattices are constructed by regularly repeating prim-
itive paths which connect possible states for the vehicle, in terms of position, curvature or time, as can be seen in Fig. 1d. The
problem of planning then reduces to a boundary value problem of connecting the original state with the required final state
(McNaughton et al., 2011). State Lattices overcome the limitations of grid based techniques in efficiency without increasing
computational power (Pivtoraiko et al., 2009).
Driving Corridors represent a continuous collision-free space, bounded by road and lane boundaries as well as other obsta-
cles, where a vehicle is expected to move. Driving corridors are based on lane boundary information given on the detailed
digital maps, or a map built by using a Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) technique. Lane boundaries form the
outer bound of the driving corridors, restricted in the presence of obstacles. In Fig. 1e, a driving corridor is constructed for
each vehicle according to the chosen manoeuvre. The centre line of the determined corridor forms the path around which the
trajectory to be followed by an autonomous vehicle is planned. The major drawback of planning in a continuous way is that,
since intensive computational power3 is needed for planning for the entire range of coordinates regarding the road network,
representation of roads or lanes may constrain the motion of the vehicle (Fletcher et al., 2008).
It should be noted that the above techniques of search space representation for planning are not always employed inde-
pendently. For example, Voronoi Diagrams and potential fields have been combined to produce Voronoi fields by Dolgov
et al. (2010a) to generate a safe trajectory. In most of the cases, they are combined in order not only to provide better results
for a single planning level but also to offer planning capabilities in all three levels (i.e. path, manoeuvre and trajectory plan-
ning). Their advantages and disadvantages are summarised in Table 1.3 The continuous nature of driving corridors, leads to an exponential increase in the dimensions of state vector for each one of the coordinates included in the
driving corridor. Thus, at each time moment a large number of attributes need to be calculated for each of the coordinates, necessitating more computational
resources.
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and trajectory respectively.3. Planning techniques
This section presents a review of planning techniques used in existing studies in the areas of autonomous on-road driving.
Given a route provided by the route planner, motion planning for on-road driving (hereinafter planning) concentrates on
finding the best path for the vehicle to follow while taking into account the constraints of the vehicle’s motion model, way-
points that the vehicle should follow and the traffic environment, including static and dynamic obstacles. Planning can be
divided into incremental approaches which try to find the best sequence of state transitions (which are not fully specified
from the beginning) by re-using information from previous searches and local ones which attempt to find the best single
state transition for the vehicle to follow. A global or local path also has a strong correlation with the decisions or manoeuvres
that the vehicle performs, so manoeuvre planning will also be addressed. As shown in Fig. 2, path search is initiated after a
route has been chosen from the route planner and acts as input to the search for the best manoeuvre (i.e. the manoeuvre
which places the vehicle with the most correct and safe behaviour). The final path may however change, based on the best
manoeuvre, as shown with a feedback loop between these two modules. Once the path is finalised, the final trajectory plan-
ning is generated.
As such, planning is divided into three levels of planning, namely:
(1) Finding the best geometric path for the vehicle to follow
(a) Finding the best sequence of actions through incremental sampling or discrete geometric structures (i.e. Incre-
mental search).
(b) Finding the best action from multiple final states (i.e. Local search).(2) Finding the best manoeuvre to perform.
(3) Finding the best trajectory to follow through the optimisation of a geometric curve, according to given constraints.Fig. 2. A flow chart of planning modules.
b c
a
waypoint
Fig. 3. (a) Path planning, (b) manoeuvre planning and (c) trajectory planning (adapted from Lee and Vasseur (2014)).
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constructs the geometric path of the vehicle (Fig. 3a). These waypoints must be obstacle-free since the vehicle needs to inter-
act with the other vehicles so as to cooperatively move along the road. According to the geometric path that has been derived
and the interactions with other vehicles, the automated vehicle must decide its next ‘high level’ action (Fig. 3b); i.e. should it
overtake the leading vehicle to reach the next waypoint in time? As is implied, these high-level decisions depend on the path,
because the vehicle needs reference waypoints in order to decide its best action. If the waypoints and the proper manoeuvre
are finalised, then trajectory planning describes the procedure of searching the best way to connect the determined way-
points (Fig. 3c).3.1. Incremental search
When searching for the best path, incremental search refers to the techniques where search configurations or states are
not fully specified in advance. Such algorithms also re-use information from previous search to increase search speed. Two
techniques are primarily used: (1) Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) and (2) Lattice Planners (LP). They are discussed
below:3.1.1. Rapidly exploring random trees (RRTs)
RRTs construct a tree data structure which is expanded stochastically by adding new configurations (vertices) in each
iteration that are randomly sampled from the configuration space until the goal configuration is reached. RRTs can also be
generalised to be used in the state space where a tree is grown from sampled states rather than configurations (LaValle,
1998).
The basic algorithm for constructing an RRT is given in Table 2 (LaValle, 1998).
In Table 2, G is the tree topological graph; C is the configuration space; xrandom is a configuration sampled randomly from
the configuration space; xNEAR is the vertex which is closest to xrandom in terms of a distance metric; u is a selected input min-
imising the distance between xrandom and xNEAR making sure that the new configuration is included in Xfree; xnew is the new
configuration, which is acquired if u is applied within a fixed time interval Dt and xnew is calculated given a state or config-
uration transition formula. A collision detection algorithm is needed to ensure that xnew is obstacle-free. In step 7 the new
configuration is added to the tree as a vertex and, finally, in step 8 an edge is created between the randomly sampled con-
figuration and xNEAR. These steps are diagrammatically shown in Fig. 4.
Table 2
A rapidly exploring random tree algorithm.
RRT(x0)
1 Initialise a tree (G) starting from point (x0)
2 Repeat
3 Sample a random configuration xrandom from the configuration space (C)
4 Flag xNEAR the closest point of the initialised tree (G) to xrandom
5 Select the input u which minimises the distance (xrandom, xNEAR)
6 After Dt and the application of u, flag the new configuration xnew
7 Add xnew to G
8 Add the edge between xnew and xNEAR to G
9 Return G
Step 1 Step 3
Step 4 Step 6 (aer applying u)
Steps 7, 8
Fig. 4. RRT steps (adapted from LaValle (1998)).
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implemented in real-time, and handle general dynamical models (Kuwata et al., 2009). These strengths of RRT planners are
the reasons that they have been used in many cases of autonomous driving. The main advantage of RRTs is the quick exploration
of the free space; however, their main drawbacks lie in the jerky paths they create (Murphy and Newman, 2011), as well as in
the strong dependence on the nearest neighbour metric for expansion of the tree (Ziegler and Stiller, 2009). Other limitations of
RRTs include the necessity of collision checking for every expanded node which, under the presence of many obstacles or heavy4 Probabilistically complete: if a solution to the path planning problem exists, the probability that RRTs find a solution goes to 1 as running time goes to
infinity.
Fig. 5. RRT for on-road driving (adapted by Kuwata et al. (2008)).
424 C. Katrakazas et al. / Transportation Research Part C 60 (2015) 416–442traffic, may lead to computational complexity. Furthermore, optimality guarantees are often dismissed in favour of quick explo-
ration of the free space.
Macek et al. (2006) use the simple version of the RRT algorithm along with B-splines to produce smooth paths. Randomi-
sation parameters include acceleration, acceleration duration, sampling time and orientation angle. The collision checking is
performed by assuming circular representations for both the vehicle and the obstacles. The algorithm was tested using an
800 m  800 m simulation environment with stationary and moving obstacles that resemble a realistic traffic environment,
and with an automated vehicle equipped with laser rangefinders, monocular cameras, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
and a GPS sensor. Although paths are found effectively, the vehicle is limited to a low maximum speed and acceleration,
along with the fact that in one experiment the vehicle had to slow down in order to thoroughly search for the best path
to follow, due to a faulty tracking of an obstacle.
Kuwata et al. (2009) use a closed-loop controller in order to sway the sampling of configurations and simulate dynamic
trajectories towards them, rather than sampling directly from the configuration space (see Fig. 5). While the classical
approach, as shown in the RRT algorithm, samples randomly from the configuration space (Step 3 above), in the approach
taken by Kuwata et al. (namely Closed Loop RRT, termed as CL-RRT) samples are selected from the input space of the closed
loop controller. Furthermore, each edge added to the tree is a dynamically feasible trajectory and the traversability cost for
each vertex is obtained through forward simulation which evaluates the feasibility of the possible trajectory.
The algorithm incorporates efficient techniques suchas re-evaluationof states and configurations only if they are selected in
the best waypoint sequence and re-propagation of vehicle states to reduce computational complexity of constructing the state
space. The search is biased by a large number of heuristics whichmay increase execution time or convergence time. Two crash
incidents took place during its implementation in the DARPA Urban Challenge (Fletcher et al., 2008). An approach to improve
CL-RRT is presented in Aoude et al. (2010b) where it is combined with threat assessment for every possible trajectory using
game theoretic aspects. Thedevelopedalgorithm(termedas RRT-Reach) searches thewhole tree for threats, assumingaperfect
knowledgeof eachpolicy is adopted fromtheobstacles and it is testedon simulationswithonly twovehicles. Another improve-
ment to CL-RRT, in terms of obstacles handling, is implemented by Aoude et al. (2013) where Gaussian processes are used to
estimate the intentions of the obstacles in order to safely bias the expansionof the tree, but the trade-off betweenpath optimal-
ity, real-time constraints and intention estimation is an area that needs further research.
Karaman and Frazzoli (2011) developed the RRT⁄ algorithm to guarantee the optimality in terms of the path proposed. In
RRT⁄, all feasible connections are evaluated according to their cost-to-go and only vertices on minimum cost paths are added
to the tree. A solution found by an RRT⁄ is more likely to be an optimal one. Jeon et al. (2013) employ the RRT⁄ algorithm and
construct paths which are calculated through the half-car dynamic model, Using this dynamic model results in dynamically
feasible trajectories on U-turns and a circuit environment without obstacles. Although using a dynamic model results in
more computational effort for the feasibility checking of the tree edges, the combination with the RRT⁄ leads to solutions
which are optimal within a given control input interval (i.e. provided by a route planner) but may not necessarily be globally
optimal.
Garrote et al. (2014) also use RRT⁄, but modify it with two extra routines (one for collision checking and one for expan-
sion). With regard to collision checking, for every explored node, the time for collision checking is measured in order to
bound the time needed for planning. A penalisation routine is responsible for checking if it is feasible or infeasible to grow
the tree from each new node. The idea behind enhancing the RRT⁄ algorithm with these two extra features is to focus on the
expansion of the tree according to the motion of dynamic obstacles. In the work of Garrote et al. (2014) the ego-vehicle is
simulated as a rectangle while the obstacles take circular forms. The algorithm was tested in a simulated environment only
with a static and a dynamic obstacle and no statistical tests on the performance of the simulation were presented.
A more advanced technique is given in Reyes Castro et al. (2013). The dynamical system of the vehicle and the road net-
work is formed as Kripke structure (Kripke, 1963)5 and a non-deterministic finite automaton is used for capturing the traffic
rules. The combination of these two techniques are used to grow an RRT⁄ (termed as the Minimum Violation RRT⁄) but with no
obstacles on the road network.5 A Kripke structure is a graph used for the semantic representation of a system’s behaviour. The nodes represent reachable states and the edges represent
the transition between these states.
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As mentioned in Section 2.2., state lattices construct a discrete search space which enables relevant state continuity,
acquires goal states in a deterministic way and satisfies the differential constraints of the vehicle. It also reduces computa-
tional cost as pre-computation is enabled (Howard, 2009) except in cases where the lattice is bent to follow the shape of the
lane or the road (Madas et al., 2013). They are generally well-suited for non-holonomic and highly constrained environments
(Likhachev and Ferguson, 2009), such as the road environment.
Lattice planners are resolution complete. This means that the control space can automatically be adjusted for every res-
olution change and the space is explored consistently. Lattice planners also guarantee optimality and smoothness because
they do not introduce discontinuities related to back-pointers (Pivtoraiko et al., 2009). The plan generated is mostly close
to the real motion of the vehicles but evasive manoeuvres cannot be performed efficiently because alternate goal states can-
not be quickly considered (Werling et al., 2011). Furthermore, discretisation in heading angle can be problematic and may
lead to oscillations between orientation samples (as shown in Fig. 6) and exhaustive sampling may lead to unnecessary com-
putational complexity.
Likhachev and Ferguson (2009) use a multi-resolution state lattice with high resolution near the vehicle and the goal and
low resolution elsewhere. Each state includes position (x, y), heading (h), and speed that increase the search by a factor of 3
compared to a regular lattice. The different resolution enables the construction of long-term plans for the vehicle without
increasing the computational complexity of planning through exhaustive sampling. This multi-resolution lattice is searched
with a deterministic algorithm (termed as Anytime Dynamic A⁄) which is suitable for the limited and imperfectly perceived
nature of the planning space, as well as limited computational time. Experiments were carried out with a real-world auto-
mated vehicle during the DARPA Urban Challenge, travelled at a maximum speed of 15 mph, but the main drawback was
found to be curvature discontinuity.
To address curvature issues, an input- and state-lattice is constructed in Rufli and Siegwart (2010) by defining a 2D input
set U (heading and steering angle are discretised) over the 4D-configuration space including 2D position, heading and steer-
ing angle. The lattice spans in 24 directions that join the nodes with cubic polynomial curves and has the capability to
deform itself so as to adjust for curved and narrow road structures given a reference path.
Globally fixed state lattices require flat terrain and fixed mobility, thus restricting the vehicle’s movement, since a small
differentiation from the lattice set trajectories can significantly increase search time and computations.
This drawback motivated the development of spatio-temporal state lattices as shown in Fig. 7 by Ziegler and Stiller (2009)
in which state-space and time are bonded in a single manifold, before being discretised analogously with a non-temporal
lattice. In their work, quintic polynomials are used for connecting the vertices and a deformation paradigm for the lattice
to match the shape of the road is also displayed. The addition of time increases the dimensionality (2D position, 2D velocity,
2D acceleration and time are described by each state). Efficient sampling of the state space can be performed in real-time and
the edge weights can be assigned more flexibly. The drawback is the fixed values on the set of time and velocities, as well as
the imbalance between quintic polynomials and the vehicle kinematic equations.
In McNaughton et al. (2011) curvature is added to each state (a state initially contains 2D position, heading and curva-
ture) and the paths (between the vehicle and the sampled endpoints) are connected with cubic polynomial spirals. A range ofFig. 6. Lattice planner for on-road driving (Madas et al., 2013).
Fig. 7. Spatio-temporal State Lattice (adapted from Ziegler and Stiller (2009)).
Table 3
Comparison of RRTs and Lattice planners for incremental search planning.
RRTs Lattice planners
Advantages
 Kinematic and real-time feasibility
 Quick search of free space
 Advanced decision techniques are applied for collision checking
 Optimality in the path is guaranteed in newer implementations
such as RRT⁄
Disadvantages
 Jagged paths
 Heavily dependent on the Nearest Neighbour heuristic to expand
 Each node of the tree needs to be checked for collisions while the tree is
expanding
 Advanced techniques for collision checking pre-suppose perfect knowledge
of the environment
Advantages
 Low computational power needed
 Smoothness and optimality of the path are guaranteed (within
the given lattice)
 Generally appropriate for dynamic environments
 Paths comply with the dynamic and kinematic abilities of the
vehicle
Disadvantages
 Time inefficiency with the calculation of a path for evasive
manoeuvers
 May lead to exhaustive sampling or oscillations
 Transferability
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required making it difficult for the vehicle to follow such an acceleration profile. The assignment of a range for time and
velocity reduces the search space but introduces sub-optimality and the necessity to calculate the exact value after the eval-
uation of each trajectory. In order to find the best path, a dynamic programming algorithm searches exhaustively in the lat-
tice, taking into account the presence of obstacles as well as travel time and desired behaviours.
To improve the McNaughton et al.’s approach, Xu et al. (2012) use quartic curvature polynomials to provide continuous
curvature change rate among planning cycles; connections are made not only from the sampled endpoints but also from the
current vehicle pose. Another differentiation is that speed profiles are inversely generated and that comfort,6 efficiency and
energy consumption are also taken into account for evaluating the alternative paths.
A spatio-temporal lattice is also used in Gu et al. (2013) in a 2-level planning approach which, firstly, generates an optimal
collision-free reference path, and then samples the state space in order to find the best path according to the reference one.
The reference path is constructed to deal with exhaustive sampling; leading to a more focused search and a more human-like
driving style.3.1.3. RRTs vs Lattice planners
A comparison between RRTs and Lattice Planners is provided in Table 3:
In summary, it can be concluded that both RRTs and lattice planners sample the state space using data structures (trees
and lattices respectively), trying to explore it in a quick and safe fashion. Quick exploration is accomplished in both cases and
a series of possible paths are provided to the planning module for the vehicle to follow. However, the planning horizon is
claimed to be relatively large and, with regard to the dynamic nature of on-road driving, where obstacles or obstructions
appear suddenly, re-planning routines are needed to supplement these incremental search approaches. Finally, instead of
the built-in collision checking functions of the algorithms, extra collision prediction modules should be employed for higher
safety.3.2. Local search
Searching the entire graph in real-time is not always efficient; therefore, some of the approaches use a limited horizon,
both in terms of time and space.
Possibly the most popular technique used for on-road autonomous driving in the local search level is the one in which a
search space contains a certain geometric curve (e.g. clothoids or splines) and several lateral shifts of this curve (e.g.
Montemerlo et al., 2008; Urmson et al., 2008; Broggi et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2012). Each candidate path is then evaluated
through a cost function with several considerations, such as distance and time costs, acceleration and collision checking.
Paths generated with lateral shifts can generally be split into two categories: (i) Lateral shifts in the action space of the
vehicle and (ii) Lateral shifts in the state space of the vehicle. A relative comparison is shown in Fig. 8 (Howard, 2009):
Rolling out trajectories with lateral shifts may not perform well in complex dynamic environments (Gu and Dolan, 2012).
Instead of searching the entire state space towards the goal, with an infinite time horizon requiring substantial computa-
tional power (for constructing the state space), Partial Motion Planning (PMP) developed by Benenson et al. (2006) can be
used. PMP uses a short time horizon combined with RRTs and taking advantage of the concept of Inevitable Collision States
(ICS) (i.e. definition of states of the vehicle where a collision cannot be avoided) for a safety check. Inevitable collision states
guarantee that a collision will not happen but require a full knowledge of the surroundings of the vehicle (Althoff et al., 2011)6 Comfort is evaluated in terms of curvature and rate of change of curvature of the path, as well as the acceleration, the jerk and the centripetal acceleration
which act on the vehicle.
Fig. 8. Comparison of action space search and state space search in the trajectory level.
Fig. 9. Partial motion planning concept (Benenson et al., 2006).
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ICS is found, an alternative path is searched and at each time step nodes are expanded in an RRT fashion.
In summary, both rolling-out trajectories and PMP approaches aim at finding the best next action (in terms of path as an
action) suitable for the journey of the vehicle. Swerving trajectories sample final conditions either in the action or in the state
space, whereas PMP approaches use RRTs to plan with a limited time horizon. Techniques which sample the state space may
lead to smooth and safe paths, with respect to lane and road boundaries as well as the motion of other traffic participants.
This comes in contradiction with PMP and techniques which sample the action space, which may lead to infeasibility of
paths accommodated with a lot of obstacle handling.
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During the DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007, analysis showed that there was a lack of interactions between vehicle and
driving in a human-like manner, with many incidents of a behavioural nature being faced during the challenge (Fletcher
et al., 2008).
While driving autonomously on public roads, the vehicle at each moment should be capable of deciding the best and
safest manoeuvre to undertake after finding the best geometric sequence of waypoints to follow. This decision must be made
without overlooking the ego-vehicle’s interactions with the surrounding traffic environment. Manoeuvre planning therefore,
incorporates techniques which anticipate the behaviour of both the motorised and non-motorised traffic participants and
assesses the surrounding traffic situation, thus arming the driverless vehicle to decide on its best manoeuvre. Techniques
which are described in this section work on a more high-level basis. Manoeuvre planning moves away from searching a path
or generating a trajectory; instead acting as a ‘brain’ which filters the results of path search, interacts with other traffic par-
ticipants and gives the approval for the geometric path before it is transformed to a feasible trajectory.
Techniques for manoeuvre planning can be divided into two categories:
(1) Those that emphasise motion modelling and obstacle prediction.
(2) Those that are concerned with the decision making module of autonomous vehicles, based on the modelling of the
traffic environment.
3.3.1. Motion modelling – obstacles prediction
Lefèvre et al. (2014) present a detailed survey to classify recent research on traffic environment modelling and prediction
and introduce several risk estimators for intelligent vehicles. According to their work, motion models are classified into
physics-based, manoeuvre-based and interaction-aware models. The first category describes motion models according only
to the laws of physics, while the second relies on estimating the intentions of other traffic participants, based either on clus-
tered trajectories or on manoeuvre estimation and execution. These two categories of motion models do not take into
account the environment, but rather, view vehicles as independent entities. Interaction-aware models were developed in
order for the inter-vehicle relationships to be exploited, so that dangerous situations can easily be modelled and identified
in real-time.
As far as risk estimators are concerned, Lefèvre et al. indicate that a crash can be predicted through collision prediction
(binary or probabilistic) through estimated trajectories, but also through unexpected behaviour or conflicting manoeuvres
between vehicles. The readers are referred to the survey of Lefèvre et al. for further details on the description of techniques
and risk indicators.
Most of the approaches for obstacle prediction (also included in the survey of Lefèvre et al.) refer to straight roads and do
not apply well to the context of each manoeuvre.
A grid-based Bayesian filter is used by Alin et al. (2012) to model behaviours as spline functions to anticipate curvy roads
and infer the trajectories of other vehicles. The technique shows better results than Bayesian filters that do not take into
account context, but considers only cut-in and lane change manoeuvres.
A hybrid-state system using hierarchical hidden Markov models and Finite State Machines is used by Gadepally (2013) to
predict future state of traffic participants at intersections. This model is motivated by the fact that vehicle behaviours (such
as turning in different directions) can easily be estimated by human drivers but are not efficiently anticipated by automated
vehicles. Nevertheless, the approach needs extensive training and extensive data acquisition to train the models.
Ontology, a formal description of entities, hierarchies and interrelationships used in computer and information science, is
used by Armand et al. (2014) to reason about the behaviour of traffic participants. Only a limited number of situations (going
straight, following and reaching a vehicle or pedestrian) are evaluated using few rules and time efficiency issues are also
noticed.
Gindele et al. (2015) use Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) to cope with simplified models of the
traffic environment and make accurate predictions for other traffic participants. They can predict motions for about 6 s into
the future at an intersection environment and their technique can respond well with noisy sensors, allowing long-term pre-
dictions. However, online learning capabilities are excluded and, in that way, adaptation to new traffic conditions may be
difficult.
3.3.2. Planning with emphasis on obstacle prediction and decision making
Furda and Vlacic (2011) use Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) and Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) for driv-
ing manoeuvre execution. The inputs come from a priori known data, sensor measurements and vehicular communications.
Traffic rules and a hierarchy of objectives during driving are considered for decision making (namely, motion within road
boundaries, safety distances, collision avoidance and minimisation of waiting time). The approach needs accurate informa-
tion and manually specified weights for each objective in the decision making routine.
In Hardy and Campbell (2013), driving corridors are constructed according to the predicted motion of dynamic obstacles
and the presence of static ones. Vehicles are modelled as rectangles; their trajectories are clustered for easier identification
and conflicting trajectories are used to estimate the risk at each moment. In this work, planning is seen as a non-linear con-
strained optimisation problem. The function which is to be optimised includes terms for static and dynamic obstacles, pos-
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the computational effort linearly (as described in Section 2.2), according to the number of obstacles and interactions
between vehicles that are ignored.
A similar approach is used by Ziegler et al. (2014b) where hierarchical concurrent state machines are used with respect to
static and dynamic obstacles, as well as yield and merge rules. Driving corridors are also indicated in order for the vehicle to
have optimal free space for each part of the journey, while avoiding collisions. The main drawback of this technique, how-
ever, is that other vehicles are presumed not to accelerate and to keep safe distances from the road boundaries.
Kala and Warwick (2013) consider a relatively unstructured road environment. They assume that no road lanes exist
and that the majority of the traffic participants are non-autonomous and there exists no communication between vehi-
cles. At each moment, the vehicle is supposed to display certain behaviour according to the motion of vehicles nearby.
Obstacle avoidance, centring (driving in the centre of the road/lane), lane changes, overtaking and being overtaken,
slowing down, detecting conflicting behaviours and travelling straight are the pre-designed behaviours. Distance and
velocity constraints are used to classify different behaviours online. This work studies only straight roads with infinite
length and shows that there is a delay in the decision making of the vehicle in cases such as centring on curvy roads or
overtaking. The fast and correct identification of conflicting behaviours between road users is another drawback of this
approach.
A Prediction and-Cost-function Based (PCB) approach is adopted by Wei et al. (2014). Using a reference trajectory, as well
as static and dynamic obstacles as inputs, multiple candidate trajectories are generated and, after predicting the evolution of
the traffic environment, the best strategy is chosen according to comfort,7 safety, fuel consumption and the progress towards
the goal. The motion of the vehicle in the vicinity of other vehicles is considered, and controller reactions and time delays are
also simulated for better performance. The approach was validated with simulation and on-road testing and leads to smoother
results, as compared to the spatio-temporal lattice planner and with a reduction of 90% on computational cost. However, only
single lane behaviours are considered.
White and White (1989) employ Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) in estimating the best manoeuvre for the vehicle to
undertake MDPs incorporate a presumed set of actions which are performed under uncertainty and try to maximise the total
rewards or weights for every action. MDPs work on the state space to try to determine a rule which describes the decision to
act from one state to another.
Unlike MDPs, which assume that the states are fully observable, partially observable Markov Decision Processes
(POMDPs) assume that the state of a robot or a vehicle is not known (Ong et al., 2010). Thus, POMDPs transform the state
space into a belief space, which contains all the possible probability distributions for every possible state of the system that is
being modelled. If, however, some features of the state of a vehicle are known (for example, the orientation is known but the
position is not), we are referring to mixed observability MDPs or MOMDPs (Ong et al., 2010).
In the work of Bandyopadhyay et al. (2012) intention prediction about human traffic participants is embedded into plan-
ning. A discrete Mixed-Observability Markov Decision Process (MOMDP) models the interaction between the autonomous
vehicle and pedestrians, while making a prediction about the pedestrians’ intentions. The behaviours of the ego-vehicle
towards the pedestrians that are considered include: ‘Reasonable but Distracted’, ‘Oblivious’, ‘Impatient’ and ‘Opportunistic
Driving’. Experiments are carried out with simulations and a real-world golf-cart; wherein it is assumed that information
about pedestrians’ positions and velocity is perfectly known. Furthermore, instead of simultaneously treating the set of
pedestrians, a MOMDP is separately calculated for each pedestrian and it is assumed that intentions do not change over time.
Lastly, experiment results are presented for only half of the behaviours considered.
In contradiction with the previous work, Brechtel et al. (2014) implement a continuous partially- observable MDP, assum-
ing that the belief state is infinitely large because driving is a continuous-space problem. The inputs are the position and
velocities of the traffic participants, which are presumed known. Merging scenarios are simulated where the ego-vehicle
has occluded vision due to a hypothetically illegally parked car. Having a continuous belief space may lead to a large number
of samples to be needed to make the autonomous vehicle decide. This large number of samples may consequently lead to
large computational effort and also increases the number of close calls for decision making.
Game Theory has also been used by researchers to take into account the interactions between vehicles. For example,
Aoude et al. (2010a) examine an intersection environment and try to formulate a perfect information game between traffic
participants. Each game terminates if a crash happens, and each vehicle tries to maximise the time to collision, while all
other vehicles take on the role of ‘enemies’ which try to minimise this time. This threat assessment model is then embedded
into an RRT-like global planner which generates the path to follow. Real-time capabilities of the approach are provided by
evaluation which takes place with two model cars with maximum speeds of 0.5 m/s.
The same concept of Game Theory is followed in the work of Martin (2013) where, again, a perfect information game is
used to predict the motion of other vehicles for planning on highways. For the payoff function to be maximised by the ego-
vehicle, position, speed and accelerations are taken as input; producing as output the best possible manoeuvre using a
manoeuvre set which includes driving straight, as well as left or right lane changes. The road is assumed to be infinitely
straight and simulations are carried out with up to 4 vehicles in the traffic scene.7 In the study of Wei et al. (2014), comfort is evaluated according to the acceleration of the vehicle.
Table 4
Planning approaches with emphasis on obstacle prediction and decision making.
Study Method Criteria Environment
description
Drawbacks
Furda and Vlacic
(2011)
Multiple Criteria Decision
Making
Traffic rules Non-intersection
segments
Need precise information and manually
specified weight for each criterionRoad boundaries
Safety distance
Collisions
Waiting time
Hardy and
Campbell
(2013)
Driving Corridors and
Non-Linear Constrained
Optimisation
Behaviour towards static
and dynamic obstacles
Intersections Computational effort rises with number of
obstacles
Vehicle dynamics
Distance to obstacles Ignorance of social interactions between
traffic participantsDistance to goal
Ziegler et al.
(2014b)
Driving Corridors and
Hierarchical State Machines
Static and dynamic
obstacles behaviour
Intersections and
non-intersection
segments
Other vehicles are presumed not to accelerate
and to keep safe distances from road
boundariesYield and Merge rules
Kala and
Warwick
(2013)
Behaviour Choice according
to Obstacle Motion
Distance and velocity
constraints
No road lanes Infinite straight roads
Problems on curvy roads, overtaking and
conflicting behaviours
Wei et al. (2014) Prediction and Cost-function Comfort, safety, fuel
consumption, distance
to goal
Straight roads Only single-lane behaviours tested
Bandyopadhyay
et al. (2012)
Mixed-Observability MDP Pedestrian position and
velocity
Pedestrian crossings Different modelling required for each
pedestrian
Intentions are assumed unchangeable
Brechtel et al.
(2014)
Partially Observable MDP Vehicle position and
velocity
Merging scenarios
with occluded vision
Continuous belief space may lead to large
number of samples and large computational
effort
Aoude et al.
(2010a)
Game Theory Time to collision Intersections Model-car evaluation at low speeds
Perfect information assumed
Martin (2013) Game Theory Position, speed,
acceleration and
manoeuvre choice
Straight roads Perfect information required
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To summarise, manoeuvre planning relies heavily on the relative positions of other traffic participants at the moment of
making a decision and estimating the risk of a certain situation. Risk estimation can be performed using risk indicators, such
as the Time-to-Collision (TTC), as suggested by Ward et al. (2014, 2015), probabilistic gap acceptance models, as proposed by
Lefèvre (2012), or by forming situation assessment and choosing the best manoeuvre as a decision theoretic problem (using
Markov decision processes or Game Theoretic principles). In the first category of planning (obstacle prediction and risk
assessment), more accurate results are provided but context is often omitted from planning and heavy computational
burden may arise while predicting the motion of the obstacles in the vicinity of the autonomous vehicle. Decision-
theoretic approaches cope well with context and may provide solutions to problems like negotiating intersections (such
as in urban or suburban environments) or complying with manoeuvres on a highway.3.4. Trajectory level
After finding the best path to follow and the best manoeuvre to undertake, a trajectory must be generated that satisfies
the motion model or state constraints and guarantees comfort8 for the passenger and smoothness for the trip. The problem of
generating a trajectory, according to the path and the manoeuvre that is chosen, is primarily solved by selecting a geometric
curve to assure smooth motion through the road network. This trajectory is then optimised by using a cost function according
to the dynamic model and/or the presence of obstacles along that trajectory.
The geometric representations of the trajectories include arcs (e.g. Sun et al., 2014) clothoids (e.g. Broggi et al., 2012), Nelson
polynomials (e.g. Xiu andChen, 2010)polynomial spirals (e.g.McNaughtonet al., 2011;Guet al., 2013), spline curves (e.g.Wang
et al., 2011; Hardy and Campbell, 2013; Kala andWarwick, 2013) and Bezier curves (e.g. Zhao et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2012).8 In terms of the acceleration (lateral & longitudinal) that the vehicle develops, the curvature of the trajectory and other parameters indicated by standards
such as ISO 2631-1 1997.
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nomials or clothoids) and a piecewise path is constructed through solving a two-point boundary value problem at each time
moment.
Delsart et al. (2009) proposed a trajectory generation algorithm (named as TiJi) which optimises a second order polyno-
mial trajectory, according to the error between the current state and the final state. A vehicle model which includes 2D posi-
tion, orientation, steering angle and velocity is used, and velocity and acceleration profiles are computed for each point. No
obstacles are taken into account and the computational complexity increases when the required convergence points are far
from the final state.
Sawodny et al. (2010) use fourth order polynomials and a dynamic bicycle model with the flatness property9 to describe
the motion of the vehicle. Constraints are applied to maximum acceleration and the maximum driving force for the vehicle. The
approach also considers overtaking and car-following scenarios with different cost functions for each case, based on the prob-
ability of a vehicle presence in the opposing lane and a safety distance constraint. In the simulation experiments, it is assumed
that vehicles employ a constant velocity; something which may not be applicable to real-world conditions.
A smoother and more controllable trajectory is developed by Ma et al. (2012), where the authors use cubic Bezier curves
for trajectory planning. Their cost function includes weights for the length of the trajectory, its smoothness and the offset
from the central line of the lane used as a reference path. Obstacles are considered as circles and collision checking is per-
formed via colliding trajectories which can lead to over-computations.10 Cubic Bezier curves are also used in Perez et al.
(2013) to generate trajectories for autonomous vehicles in roundabout scenarios; however, collision checking, lateral acceler-
ations and curvature constraints are omitted.
A comparison between3rd and5th order Bezier curves for lane-changemanoeuvres presented by Bae et al. (2013) indicates
that 5th order curves construct amuch smoother andmore feasible path for dynamic on-road environments. Aminiature-size
vehicle is used to test the approach, but real-world vehicle dynamics are not taken into consideration in this kind of testing.
Fourth degree Bezier curves are used for better results by Gonzalez et al. (2014). The road constraints are taken into con-
sideration, in addition to lane constraints that reflect the path indicated by path planners. This work also incorporates a
deformation of the curve if obstacles are present. Although constraints are put on velocity and acceleration for comfortability
issues, the authors assume low speeds and consider only static obstacles.
A more complete approach, in terms of manoeuvres and traffic rules considered, is proposed by Wang et al. (2011), where
Akima splines interpolation is used to generate the trajectories which comply to checkpoints given by the path planning
module, stop signs, traffic lights, turns, lane changes, intersections, give-way signs, reverse driving and dead-ends. The tra-
jectories are evaluated by their distance and time to get to next checkpoint as well as collisions with obstacles. Demonstra-
tions are presented in a simulated environment, as well as a real-world vehicle, and were claimed to be sufficient for real-
world autonomous driving, although extensive results are not provided.
Gu and Dolan (2014) propose to learn trajectory patterns from human drivers and then apply these patterns for online
trajectory generation. Splines are used for trajectory representation in order to interpolate between the waypoints given
from higher planning modules. Trajectories are constrained to curvature, speed and acceleration. The environment, however,
is supposed to be traffic-free, and regulations or external factors like weather conditions are not taken into consideration;
not to mention that a substantial quantity of naturalistic driving data must be used for learning human driving patterns.
Trajectory planning for BMW’s autonomous vehicle Bertha takes place inside the driving corridor which limits the action
space of the vehicle (Ziegler et al., 2014a). Weights for the cost function concern the offset from the original path, velocity
and acceleration, as well as the desired behaviour of the vehicle. Furthermore, the kinematics and dynamics of the vehicle
constrain the curvature given to the trajectory and the allowed friction of the tyres. Obstacles are considered through circle
approximations and a re-planning scheme is followed if new information arrives to the sensors. Computational complexity
(for the construction of the driving corridor) and universal applicability of the approach are considered to be the main
drawbacks.
A different approach for trajectory planning, which combines aspects of control engineering within the planning module,
is Model Predictive Control (MPC). Within MPC, a dynamic model for the vehicle is used and, through it, inputs from the con-
troller are sampled about the future evolution of the vehicle’s motion. From the dynamic model and the controller inputs, the
optimisation problem of finding the best trajectory for the vehicle is solved. MPC was used within a driving corridor from
Madas et al. (2013) using a linear bicycle model with linear tyre characteristics which also considers lateral and yaw dynam-
ics. Constraints were derived for the prediction and control horizon, as well as the side slip and steering angle, the steering
angle rate and the lateral position of the vehicle. Results showed small lateral acceleration; thus, more comfort for potential
passengers but, compared to spline and lattice methods it requires more jerk. A weakness of the technique lies in the fact
that the more variables used to model the vehicle, the harder it gets to optimise its trajectories. Nevertheless, because it
was performed inside the driving corridor, it is more appropriate for structured domains (e.g. highways) and its performance
is not dependent on the increase or decrease of the number of obstacles.
A MPC trajectory approach was also presented by Li et al. (2014) using a reference path and a vehicle model, describing its
position coordinates, its heading and the curvature of the path it is on. Cubic splines were used for representing trajectories9 A nonlinear system _x ¼ f ðx;uÞ is differentially flat if an output y exists such that x and u can be expressed in terms of y and a (finite) number of its
derivatives (Peters et al., 2011).
10 Over-computations may happen due to the continuous need to predict each obstacle’s future position and trajectory.
Table 5
Comparison of trajectory planning approaches.
Study Geometric curve/
approach
Parameters Vehicle model Limitations
Delsart
et al.
(2009)
2nd order polynomials/
TiJi Algorithm
Initial to final state error 2D position No obstacles considered
Orientation
Velocity Computational complexity increases with
convergence points far from final stateAcceleration
Steering angle
Sawodny
et al.
(2010)
4th order polynomials Maximum acceleration
Maximum driving force
Bicycle dynamic model with
constant tyre model
Vehicles presumed with constant velocity
Safety distance
Ma et al.
(2012)
Cubic Bezier curves Trajectory length Rectangle Obstacles treated as circles
Smoothness Over-computations due to colliding
trajectories calculationOffset for centre line
Perez et al.
(2013)
Cubic Bezier curves Fuzzy rules using: Not provided No collision checking
Angular error
Lateral error Lateral accelerations and curvature
constraints omittedOffset from the curve
Gonzalez
et al.
(2014)
4th degree Bezier curves Road boundaries Rectangle Dynamic obstacles are not taken into
considerationStatic obstacles,
Vehicle dynamics
Lateral acceleration Low speeds assumed
Curvature
Maximum speed
Bae et al.
(2013)
3rd and 5th degree Bezier
Curves
Curvature Bicycle model Tests with a miniature-sized vehicle
Slip angle
Steering angle
Steering rate Only lane-change manoeuvres considered
Mean square error
Maximum error
Wang et al.
(2011)
Akima Splines Distance/time Not provided Extensive results of the performance are
not providedObstacles
Traffic rules
Gu and
Dolan
(2014)
Splines/learning
trajectories from human
driving
Curvature Not provided Traffic-free environment without
regulationsSpeed
Acceleration Large amount of data needed for learning
human driving patternsDeceleration
Ziegler
et al.
(2014a)
Optimisation inside a
driving corridor
Offset from reference path Not provided Computational complexity
Speed
Acceleration
Curvature Universal applicability
Tyre friction
Desired behaviour
Madas
et al.
(2013)
MPC Prediction and control
horizon
Bicycle model with linear
tyre characteristics and yaw
Optimisation sensitivity to number of
variables/constraints
Side slip and steering angle
Steering angle rate Lateral dynamics
Lateral position
Li et al.
(2014)
MPC Distance to obstacles
Distance from reference
path
2D position Optimisation sensitivity to number of
variables/constraints
Smoothness and prediction
distance
Heading Only static obstacles considered
Max speed and max lateral
Longitudinal acceleration
Curvature
432 C. Katrakazas et al. / Transportation Research Part C 60 (2015) 416–442and the best one was selected by optimising a function of distance to obstacles, distance from the reference path, trajectory
smoothness and look-ahead distance. Apart from the sensitivity of MPC to the variables considered, the aforementioned
work was tested only for static obstacle avoidance.
Trajectory planning approaches are compared in Table 5.
In summary, it can be concluded that in the lowest level of planning, given the path and the behaviour from the higher
levels, the final trajectory is formulated at each time epoch. A geometric curve is then optimised with respect to real-time
kinematic and motion model constraints as well as the position of obstacles on the road. The choice of curve is typically
related to the smoothness and curvature of the path, the comfort it provides to the passengers, as well as the dynamic
approach used to model the vehicle and the computational time.
Planning
Path
Incremental
RRTs
Lace Planners
Local
Roll-out 
Trajectories
PMP
Manoeuvre 
Decision
Obstacle 
Predicon & Risk 
Assessment
Decision Theory
Trajectory
Geometric Curve 
Opmisaon
MPC
Fig. 10. Classification tree for planning approaches.
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As discussed, planning for an autonomous vehicle can be divided into three main levels: search for the best path, search
for the best manoeuvre and search for the best trajectory. Searching for the best path can be further divided into searching
for the best series of paths towards the goal and searching within a limited ‘local’ time and space horizon. As far as manoeu-
vre planning is concerned, obstacle prediction and risk assessment are employed, while decision-theoretic approaches (such
as Markov decision processes and game theory) have recently emerged to account for interactions within the traffic environ-
ment. Lastly, in trajectory planning, the chosen geometric path is bounded with kinematic and motion model constraints and
further optimised to assure a smooth and feasible journey along it. This optimisation is based either on the choice of geo-
metric curve to represent the path or on model predictive control. The classification tree (shown in Fig. 10) summarises
the approaches and their sub-classes. It should be noted that these approaches are rarely treated independently in current
research; instead they are typically combined in order to provide a complete plan for the vehicle.4. Constraints and limitations
The approaches discussed in the previous sections have potential to work well in finding a path, choosing the best
manoeuvre and constructing a feasible trajectory. However, limitations still exist and autonomous driving is yet to achieve
the levels of human driving competence. We describe some of the identified limitations in this section.4.1. Obstacle handling
In terms of handling obstacles, existing approaches primarily rely on predicting the trajectories of other traffic partici-
pants, either by taking their trajectories into account, or by making assumptions of constant velocities or constant acceler-
ations (Kushleyev and Likhachev, 2009). This leads to a huge computational power requirement, since the obstacles’
trajectories need to be calculated and checked at each moment. Such trajectory predictions are performed while disregarding
the context within the traffic environment; thereby, leading to interactions between vehicles or other traffic participants
being ignored. Some of the approaches (e.g. Aoude et al., 2010a,b; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2012; Martin, 2013) also assume
that there is no uncertainty in the obstacles’ motions; this assumption is not valid in real-world situations, especially in a
mixed traffic scenario with the presence of human drivers. The lack of understanding between autonomous vehicles and
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mous car could not ascertain the intention of human drivers in its vicinity and this confusion resulted in minor crashes.
Another important limitation of the existing approaches is the simple representation of obstacles as rectangles or circles.
In the latter case, the problem is that close proximity motions cannot be performed, due to lack of accuracy in the approx-
imation (as shown in Ziegler et al., 2014a). Interaction-aware models, as presented in Lefèvre et al. (2014) can take interac-
tion between traffic participants into account, but pre-suppose perfect knowledge or communication between the vehicles.
Furthermore, motorcycles and non-motorised traffic participants are usually ignored in most approaches. Another major
limitation in terms of obstacle handling is the inability to see around corners and detect obstacles such as pedestrians
and bicycles approaching from blind corners. Such a disadvantage leads the planning algorithm to take a ‘cautious’ and hence
inefficient approach, such as slowing down even in the absence of any obstacle.
4.2. Vehicle dynamics
Most of the existing planning approaches rely on the bicycle or car-like kinematic model for modelling the vehicle, but
such a model cannot exploit the basic manoeuvre capabilities of the car, as it does not take into account, for example, tyre
forces (Jeon et al., 2013). A few approaches (e.g. Jeon et al., 2013; Sawodny et al., 2010) have utilised the dynamic approach
based on the bicycle model, and therefore take into consideration friction and the mass of the vehicle. However, a dynamic
model which efficiently describes the motion and the distribution of forces of the vehicle in a real-world environment is yet
to be implemented.
One of the big challenges is to capture and abstract a vehicle’s capability and constraints and then incorporate this infor-
mation in manoeuvre and trajectory planning. Examples include acceleration, braking or steering constraints and the influ-
ence of weather or road surface on these capabilities or constraints.
4.3. Risk indicators
In order to assess a collision risk in driving situations, the commonly employed metrics include: Time to Collision (TTC),
Distance to Collision (DTC) or Time to React (TTR) as well as unexpected/conflicting behaviours (Lefèvre et al., 2014). The
problem with using TTC or DTC is that TTC typically refers to car following situations only and, in most cases, a constant
velocity or a constant acceleration is measured (Ward et al., 2015). Furthermore, in curved road segments, straight lines
are mostly considered for the calculation of TTC/DTC/TTR, which may lead to the confusing of safe, with hazardous, situa-
tions (see Fig. 11). Gap acceptance models for each manoeuvre and generic context-specific risk estimation are not included
in existing studies.
4.4. Sensing and perception
Sensing and perception within existing approaches treat the vehicle as an individual and isolated entity; limiting the per-
ception horizon of autonomous vehicles to the perception horizon of its individual sensors. Furthermore, most approaches
either assume perfect knowledge of the environment (e.g. Aoude et al., 2010b; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2012; Brechtel et al.,
2014) or depend on expensive sensing (e.g. Ziegler et al., 2014b) to perceive near-perfect knowledge of the environment and
the obstacles. Approaches fail to take into account the limited field of view that driverless vehicles have and possible blind-
spots that may occur, for example, in curved road segments or blind and closed intersections (i.e. intersections with
restricted views).Fig. 11. TTC/DTC problem on curvy road segments.
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The environment in which the testing of algorithms takes place can be divided into three domains: simulations; exper-
iments with model vehicles; and experiments in real-world. The first two domains are used in most studies, since they are
relatively easier to implement. On the contrary, the results from those tests, even with a high degree of accuracy, cannot
ensure the same level of performance on real world vehicles, in real world environments. Additionally, testing with only
two vehicles cannot resemble a real world traffic environment (Althoff et al., 2009). However, there have been cases of suc-
cessful testing (which highlighted limitations of existing techniques) within real world environments (Bertozzi et al., 2010;
Fischer, 2013; Ziegler et al., 2014b) and such cases need to be more widespread in order to advance the field to its final
market-ready status. For more robust future algorithms, data collected by on-road experiments must be shared and mined
to learn and move the entire area forward. Finally, modelling and simulation techniques, that can better model the physical
and cyber components of not only the ego-vehicle but also the entire transportation system and the interactions within it,
have been recognised as needed.5. Future research directions
Based on the constraints and limitations discussed in the previous section, future research directions are discussed in this
section. They are concerned with risk assessment, state space sampling, sensing, vehicle modelling, testing and dealing with
dynamic environments.5.1. Risk assessment
Many of the accidents taking place today are as a result of misplaced perception and decision making on the part of the
human driver. Autonomous driving is envisaged to drastically reduce such mistakes since accurate risk assessment is vital
for preventing collisions. Although current systems have been successfully applied to finding paths and detecting obstacles
in real environments, collisions still occur. Hence, greater emphasis must be given to accurate risk assessment in real-time.
The majority of existing risk assessment approaches predict trajectories and then detect possible collision. However, such an
approach incurs huge computational cost generation and checking of all possible trajectories. Instead of exhaustively calcu-
lating and predicting the trajectories of other traffic participants at each epoch (sensing cycle), a useful proposition would be
to perform the trajectory calculation and collision checking only if an unusual or dangerous manoeuvre is detected (Lefèvre
et al., 2012a), or if traffic conditions are flagged as dangerous from a transport engineering perspective.
Interactions between agents should also be exploited, using appropriate mathematical foundations, such as Bayesian
Game Theory (Harsanyi, 1967); such concepts have been successfully used in many agent-based problems within robotics
(Antoniades et al., 2003; Emery-Montemerlo, 2005). Such approaches have the potential to assist real-time handling of inter-
actions such as at intersections; merging into traffic, or overtaking with limited perception.
Furthermore, given that the ego vehicle will not only interact with other autonomous vehicles but also with human-
driven vehicles, motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians, a planning algorithm shall explore the reasoning ability of human
(as a driver/rider or a pedestrian at different traffic scenarios and operational environments) behavioural models and shall
use the resulting intelligence in the forms of either trajectory predictions or inferring actions at a road-crossing of fellow
road participants.
Existing approaches to the problem of planning originate from earlier developments within robotics which treat the vehi-
cle as an individual isolated entity. In reality, an autonomous vehicle will be a participant of a wider (mixed) traffic system.
Hence, future studies must explore the incorporation of traffic engineering concepts such as identification of crash precur-
sors, gap acceptance and network-level crash prediction, thus bringing in the context of the surrounding traffic system com-
plexity within risk assessment and crash prediction. Behavioural models can be provided for every manoeuvre that the
vehicle is about to undertake (e.g. Hidas, 2002; Llorca et al., 2014; Saifuzzaman and Zheng, 2014) to flag the manoeuvre
as nominal or not. Real-time highly disaggregated traffic flow data and historical crash data which can indicate hazardous
situations can easily be implemented within the planning module of autonomous vehicles’ software architecture, leading
to potential improvement in decision making as an early indication of dangerous road segments. Real-time crash prediction
is a problem that has been researched by Transport Engineers for many years; resulting in tried and tested methods which
accurately indicate network-level crash risks (Fig. 12). Such models can be incorporated into autonomous vehicle planning,
easing the computation and evaluation of hazardous situations for vehicles in real-time, and, at the same time, increasing the
perception horizon of the ego-vehicle.
Trajectory planning will also benefit from the same spirit of decentralising approaches from vehicle-level only to network
level. Instead of attempting to optimise and assess risks on a single, independent vehicle trajectory, the optimisation process
could expand spatially. Within that concept, a bundle of trajectories from vehicles which share a common transport system
(e.g. a road segment, a specific highway, a town or city) could be optimised.
As far as risk indicators are concerned, to overcome the limitation of TTC (as described in Section 4.3), the application
of differential geometry could be explored. By applying differential geometry the kinematic properties of a particle mov-
ing on a curve can be studied. With that concept in mind, instead of calculating distances (for the TTC) using straight
Dangerous road  
segment
Dangerous 
road user 
Fig. 12. From network level risk to vehicle level risk.
Fig. 13. Using distances along a curve to calculate TTC.
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be calculated on the curve that describes the road geometry and thus the motion of the vehicle. The approach of calculating
TTC using distances on a curve is shown in Fig. 13. Instead of using the straight-line distance (D1) to vehicle 1, the distance
Dc could be used to calculate TTC as it is more representative for the vehicle path. Moreover, car 2 may be considered to be
a ‘threat’ to the ego-vehicle if the straight-line distance (D2) is used. This is not the case if the curved distance along the
roadway is employed.
Furthermore, approaches which combine risk assessment with space exploration can be efficiently used. Examples of
such approaches are the Risk-RRT (Rios-Martinez et al., 2011) which has successfully been tested for mobile robots among
pedestrians, and informed state lattices (Howard, 2009) which incorporate changes in vehicle mobility.
5.2. Search space reduction
Most of the existing techniques used in the local path search and the trajectory level apply the action space search at
the lowest level of planning. Thus, a state space which guarantees safety can also be investigated further along with
model-predictive-control related trajectory generations such as the one used in Howard (2009) for planetary rovers.
Model predictive control can ensure that the necessary inputs for a terminal state are determined from the robotic
car itself and can also provide feedback during control to cope with noise that may arise during planning. Furthermore,
more complex manoeuvres can be embedded into planning and, thus, sampling the state space could become both
quicker and more effective.
Furthermore, a priori search space constructed within the road or lane boundaries could enhance the efficiency of path
searching techniques, by addressing exhaustive sampling and greedy searches of the state space. Exhaustive sampling uses
too many computational resources and a greedy search may lead to paths which are not feasible (i.e. those that lie outside
the road boundaries or intersect with obstacles), so a road- or lane-based search space could potentially solve these problems
without a loss in computational power and having to discard paths online.11 In differential geometry a Frenét frame is a local coordinate system which describes the kinematic properties of a particle moving along a continuous
differentiable curve.
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Sensors are an autonomous vehicle’s eyes and ears, and hence every care must be taken to ensure that they ‘see’ correctly.
This is either done through the use of highly accurate, albeit expensive, sensors or through employing enhanced sensor
fusion techniques by integrating relatively inaccurate data gathered by off-the-shelf low-cost, though multiple, sensors.
Whatever the approach is, on-board sensors are limited by their line-of-sight and range.
The necessity of having high-performance sensing around the day and night in all weather, while keeping the cost of the
sensing system low, could lead to the adoption of cameras with thermal or acoustic sensors. A thermal camera, also known
as an infrared camera because it operates in the infrared spectrum, can outperform as an usual camera in object detection
and is less influenced from illumination conditions (Besbes et al., 2015). Thermal cameras have successfully been applied to
object recognition (e.g. Besbes et al., 2015) and road detection (Peláez et al., 2015). By using thermal cameras, motorised (e.g.
vehicles) and non-motorised objects (e.g. pedestrians, cyclists and animals) can easily be identified through their emitting
thermal energy, independently of the lighting conditions.
Acoustic cameras on the other hand visualise the sources and intensity of sound in real-time (GFaI tech, 2014). These
cameras can therefore prove to be a promising alternative to proximity sensing of all road users given that they emit sound.
As a result, motorised vehicles can be detected from the sound of their engines in all lighting conditions even if they are not
‘‘visible” to the autonomous vehicle.
Therefore, the inclusion of thermal and acoustic cameras as sensing would provide extra level of integrity in the pursuit of
collision-free path planning. It should however be noted that these cameras are sensitive to weather conditions as precip-
itation may alter the obstacles’ thermal energy and sound detection leading to unreliable data (Eskandarian, 2012). It is
therefore essential that their real-time application with respect to data reliability and integrity for planning should be fur-
ther investigated and validated.
Vehicular Communication Systems established primarily through ad hoc means offer a promising assistance to the lim-
itations of current sensing techniques through the increase in perception horizon and added intelligence. Vehicles will be
able to communicate with the surrounding vehicles by means of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, with surrounding
infrastructure (e.g. traffic lights) by means of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications and with devices carried by
non-motorised traffic participants (i.e. pedestrians or cyclists) by means of Vehicle-to-Device Communications (V2D).
V2V, V2I and V2D communications are jointly termed as V2X communications. Such ad hoc networks, termed Vehicular
ad hoc Networks (VANETs) employ a number of networking technologies, such as Wi-Fi, WiMax, Bluetooth and, most specif-
ically, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) (a type of Wi-Fi technology). DSRC technology has been primarily
developed and promoted for the purpose of delay sensitive vehicular communications (such as safety messages) by the
US Department of Transport (DoT). DSRC has an approximate range of 300 m and envisaged to improve the sensing range
and look-ahead capability of current sensing technologies. Recent studies have shown that combining perceived intelligence
and capabilities from surrounding including infrastructure could prove effective for accurate localisation (particularly in the
absence of GPS such as in urban canyons), blind spot detection and looking around corners. It is envisaged that V2X com-
munication will improve the detection of non-motorised traffic participants (e.g. pedestrians, cyclists, animals), especially
when approaching from blind corners through the extension of the communication network that includes non-motorised
traffic participants.
Apart from enhancing sensing capabilities of autonomous vehicles, vehicular communications could improve the perfor-
mance of planning approaches through accurate longer term risk assessment (Lefèvre et al., 2012b). A significant part of risk
assessment and planning is detecting obstacles followed by predicting the obstacles trajectory. Current techniques rely on
on-board sensor perceptions and lack in longer term prediction ability due to inaccuracy of the perceived data. Future devel-
opments must look at acquiring the actual state of obstacles, actual manoeuvres and more accurate and longer term trajec-
tory prediction in real-time from the surrounding obstacles or vehicles through vehicular communications.
In manoeuvre planning and decision making, vehicular communications could assist, for example, through speed adjust-
ments as the vehicle approaches a signalised intersection, so that the vehicle arrives at the intersection during the duration
of a green light. Doing so could save effort for decision making (to stop or accelerate) and also save fuel by reducing stop-
and-go actions (Rakha and Kamalanathsharma, 2011; Ilgin Guler et al., 2014). In non-signalised intersections, manoeuvres of
all participants should be known a priori, thus leading to less congestion and fewer collisions (Wu et al., 2013).
Communication among vehicles could also be used for information sharing about road conditions such as oil spillages,
parked vehicles and temporary road blockages (Drobot et al., 2012; Marshall, 2014). As shown in Fig. 14, the first vehicle
detecting a road anomaly or a slippery pavement can transmit this information to vehicles which follow, so as to provide
in advance a better situational awareness for planning a safe path or trajectory along this road segment. An example of
the application of V2X communications for perception and control of automated vehicles is presented in Fig. 14 (Kim
et al., 2013).
In the case of using transport engineering techniques to estimate risk, vehicular communications could prove to be an
effective medium to collect traffic flow data online and transmit them to either a traffic management agency or to other vehi-
cles in the area.
While significant research has been conducting, much of the validations have been actually carried out within controlled
simulated environments. There is now a need to increase the amount of the experiments in real environments taking into
account occasional chaotic traffic that do not adhere to standard traffic models. Moreover, upgrading infrastructures (for
Oil 
Spillage 
Fig. 14. Transmission of road condition information with vehicular communications.
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infrastructure-less vehicular communication that allows seamless movement at intersections. Nevertheless, studies need
to be conducted to assess the real-time implementation of vehicular communication and its effect on planning. Disturbances
in communication, real-time constraints, speed of communication and detection performance are only a few aspects of
vehicular communication that need to be checked prior to their incorporation into the planning module of autonomous vehi-
cles and factored into the methods relying on them. Integration of the information from V2X and on-board sensors to provide
better information would be a research challenge. With the whole spread of V2X technology however, there is significant
potential in improving coordination between vehicles and their planning modules.
5.4. Vehicle model
The bicycle model has been proven to be an effective, although simplistic, model for car-like vehicles. Researchers con-
centrate on the kinematic nature of a vehicle’s motion but dynamics should also be taken into account. Modelling the vehicle
dynamically can resemble the real-world capabilities of the vehicle from the planning phase, thus making it easier for the
trajectory module to track and follow the path or the trajectory that is designated for the vehicle. Models which also take
into account the forces of the vehicle’s engine, the interaction between the tyres and the pavement or the turning capabilities
of a real-car could add a slight burden in computation (due to the dimensions added in the vehicle model) but might enhance
the overall on-road performance for an autonomous vehicle. This becomes more important for manoeuvres, particularly for
those which take place within a confined space or include close interactions between vehicles. It can be shown that in
manoeuvres such as collision avoidance, the dynamics of the vehicle and other capabilities have to be taken into account.
5.5. Testing and validation
As discussed earlier, tests on autonomous driving technologies need to aim at real-world experiments after simulation
and test in controlled experiments. As field experiments might be able to prove that autonomous vehicles could be a safe
and reliable transportation mode (Dokic et al., 2015), more testing is needed. First of all, autonomous driving should be con-
sidered for all weather and visibility conditions. Driving in rain, snow or fog is investigated in crash prediction (Yu et al.,
2015) but has yet to be included in planning approaches for autonomous vehicles, apart from at the routeing level (e.g.
Maddern et al., 2014). Highways, intersections, roundabouts and merging scenarios have been tested so far, but flyovers,
give-way scenarios and diverging sections could improve the applicability of planning approaches and autonomous driving.
Lastly, the infrastructure readiness level should also be researched, as well as dealing with emergency situations, in order to
cover the whole spectrum of driving situations.
5.6. Dealing with dynamic and uncertain environment
Autonomous vehicles operate in a dynamic and uncertain transport environment. This is not only due to the changes of
the environment such as road signals, and the appearance and disappearance of other road users, but also because the vehi-
cle continuously moves from one place to another, at potentially high speed. Situational awareness and assessment is essen-
tial in providing necessary information for planning algorithms of the vehicles. Human drivers maintain safe separation from
other road users by not only comprehending their intention and current situation but also anticipating where they might
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environment and understanding the position and status of the ego-vehicle, with respect to the local environment such as
SLAM. More research is required in tracking and anticipating moving objects such as pedestrians, bikes and other vehicles.
Multiple object tracking will play a significant role in improving situation awareness (Ding and Chen, 2013; Ding et al.,
2015). Furthermore, the background/context knowledge (for example road conditions, traffic regulations, and local maps/
facilities) can be used to better understand the intention of other users and, therefore, reduce uncertainty in anticipation
of their future moves (Ding et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2013).
Receding horizon concept or model predictive control provides one of the most promising ways to deal with the dynamic
and uncertain nature of vehicle planning. In this approach, planning is made by looking ahead for a fixed horizon based on all
the available information (Liu et al., 2010a,b) but only the first small part of the planning is implemented. The planning is
repeated by looking ahead again for the horizon after new information has arrived. There are several features that make this
approach very attractive. First, all the on-board sensors have a limited range and information beyond the range known (Liu
and Chen, 2013). Secondly, even within the horizon, due to the dynamic and uncertain nature of the transport environment,
re-planning is still necessary to cope with the changes; for example, the autonomous vehicle will respond to the change of a
traffic light by re-planning its actions when it is approaching. Thirdly, the use of a limited horizon can reduce the compu-
tational burden in planning, which makes it possible to implement some computationally extensive planning algorithms.
Despite all the initial works in this area (e.g. Werling and Liccardo, 2012; Kim, 2013; Nilsson et al., 2013), much more
research is required to fully explore the potential of the receding horizon concept.6. Conclusions
The planning module of an autonomous or self-driving vehicle should ensure safety and comfort for the passengers. It
should also put the vehicle in the right behaviour with respect to the kinematic and motion model constraints surrounding
the vehicle. This paper critically reviewed existing planning approaches applied to autonomous on-road driving after the
milestone of the DARPA Urban Challenge, and highlighted the most frequently applied techniques. Focus was given to incre-
mental and local path search, as well as behaviour and trajectory planning, since global routing between an O–D pair has
been discussed in the literature. The paper identified that incremental path planning relies on searching data structures such
as trees or lattices, while local usually takes place in a continuous space with sampling from the final states. Manoeuvre
planning, in most cases, consists of obstacle prediction followed by collision estimation; while context is absent from most
of the approaches. Lastly, in the trajectory level, most approaches try to optimise a given geometric curve or deform it with
regard to static or dynamic obstacles.
Since decision making and the handling of dynamic obstacles were found to be the main areas of concern, the implemen-
tation of agent-based mathematical formulations and the incorporation of transport engineering aspects have been pro-
posed. In addition, a recommendation was made for the use of alternative ways of sensing, such as vehicular
communications, which would enhance the field of view of vehicles and improve both their estimating capabilities and local-
isation performance. Finally, directions for the incorporation of dynamic models into planning were made to improve the
real-world performance of current approaches.
It is essential to note that the proposed enhancements should gradually be incorporated into autonomous driving after
excessive testing in simulations, model car environments, test tracks and, finally, real-world experiments.
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